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Equities
Equity markets rebounded in May on resurging rate cut 
hopes, as US CPI increased just 0.3% in April, down from 
0.4% in March, while unemployment jumped to 4.1% in 
Australia. 

The S&P 500 raced through another record high, driven 
chiefly by the relentless rise of chipmaker and 
Magnificent 7 member NVIDIA which also hit another 
record stock price. As at the end of May, NVIDIA was 
poised to dethrone Apple on a market cap basis. With 
expectations that the Federal Reserve’s next rate move 
will be a cut, rate-sensitive and growth-focused tech 
stocks continue to drive the lion’s share of market growth.

In Australia, the ASX200 reversed much of its positive 
price movement in late May following the release of hotter 
than expected domestic CPI, but recovered to end the 
month around 130 points up. The local market continues 
to be highly dependent on individual data releases giving 
clues to the future path of interest rates.

It was a case of ‘bad news is good news’ for 
markets in May, as rising Australian 
unemployment and cooling US CPI drove 
increased optimism around interest rate 
cuts.

With developed market equities facing into a 
potentially more supportive economic 
backdrop, we see a number of opportunities 
for investors to consider.

“As the AI ‘megaforce’ continues to play 
out, global equities exposures offering 
access to big tech names could be a 
valuable portfolio building block in the 
months ahead.”
Tamara Haban-Beer Stats, iShares 
Specialist Australasia

Fixed Income
Australian yields dropped over the month on news of 
rising unemployment and a Federal Budget that was 
largely neutral towards inflation, with 2-year Treasury 
yields touching 3.91% in mid-May. But above-consensus 
CPI data released late in the month saw 2- and 10-
yearTreasury yields largely back where they started by the 
end of May. 

Despite faltering economic growth, it’s likely the Reserve 
Bank will hold the cash rate in the short term. Our base 
case remains at one rate cut by the end of 2024, although 
the likelihood of this is shrinking as inflation remains 
sticky.

In the US, yields on 2-year Treasuries rose to 4.95% in 
late May as Federal Reserve minutes showed the central 
bank was not confident the current cash rate would be 
enough to keep inflation in check. However 2-year yields 
dropped back below 4.9% to end the month as US Q1 
GDP was revised down, showing a cooling economy.

“Our view is that rates will remain higher 
for longer - all in all the RBA would be 
happy with the direction things are 
heading, absent a higher level of 
inflation than they would prefer.”
Craig Vardy, Head of Australia Fixed 
Income

0.3% 

US CPI growth in April
vs 0.4% in March

US$2.7tn
NVIDIA market cap 
as at end May*

*Source: Reuters 3 June 2024

0.25%
RBA rate cut expected 
by end 2024
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iShares ETF Flows
Strategic ETFs received the most flows across all iShares 
product segments in May, with US$15.7 billion globally, 
as investors sought to take advantage of select 
opportunities amid a more uncertain macro backdrop. In 
Australia, global listed infrastructure was the most 
popular sector-specific iShares ETF.

Fixed income ETFs also gathered significant global 
inflows of US$15.6 billion during the month. In Australia, 
two of the top five iShares ETFs by inflows in May were in 
the fixed income category, specifically Australian 
investment grade and inflation linked bond exposures.

Core equity products also generated around US$8.6 
billion of global flows during May as the US share market 
continued to rally. In Australia, iShares’ core US equities 
exposures (both hedged and unhedged) took in almost 
$100 million over the month.

Monthly Outlook
While we see upcoming rate cut cycles both at home and 
overseas as being shallow and slow, we still think 
developed market equities are facing into a potentially 
more supportive economic backdrop.

We remain overweight US equities with at least one rate 
cut from the Fed likely to be on the cards for this year, and 
the earnings power of mega tech stocks continuing to 
drive market optimism.

We see key emerging markets such as India and Mexico 
as set to benefit from global reshoring of supply chains, 
while emerging market equities also look cheap on a long-
term basis.

Given the potential for the Australian dollar to appreciate 
from current levels, investors may also want to consider 
hedged international equites exposures.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Issued by BlackRock Investment Management (Australia) Limited ABN 13 006 165 975, AFSL 230 523 
(BIMAL) for the exclusive use of the recipient, which warrants by receipt of this material that it is a wholesale 
client as defined under the Australian Corporations Act 2001 (Cth).

This material provides general information only and does not take into account your individual objectives, 
financial situation, needs or circumstances. Before making any investment decision, you should assess 
whether the material is appropriate for you and obtain financial advice tailored to you having regard to your 
individual objectives, financial situation, needs and circumstances. Refer to BIMAL’s Financial Services 
Guide on its website for more information. This material is not a financial product recommendation or an 
offer or solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of any financial product in any jurisdiction.

Information provided is for illustrative and informational purposes and is subject to change. It has not been 
approved by any regulator.

This material is not intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country 
where such distribution or use would be contrary to local law or regulation. BIMAL is a part of the global 
BlackRock Group which comprises of financial product issuers and investment managers around the world. 
BIMAL is the issuer of financial products and acts as an investment manager in Australia.

BIMAL, its officers, employees and agents believe that the information in this material and the sources on 
which it is based (which may be sourced from third parties) are correct as at the date of publication. While 
every care has been taken in the preparation of this material, no warranty of accuracy or reliability is given 
and no responsibility for the information is accepted by BIMAL, its officers, employees or agents. Except 
where contrary to law, BIMAL excludes all liability for this information.

Any investment is subject to investment risk, including delays on the payment of withdrawal proceeds and 
the loss of income or the principal invested. While any forecasts, estimates and opinions in this material are 
made on a reasonable basis, actual future results and operations may differ materially from the forecasts, 
estimates and opinions set out in this material. No guarantee as to the repayment of capital or the 
performance of any product or rate of return referred to in this material is made by BIMAL or any entity in 
the BlackRock group of companies.

No part of this material may be reproduced or distributed in any manner without the prior written permission 
of BIMAL.

©2024 BlackRock, Inc. All Rights reserved. BLACKROCK, BLACKROCK SOLUTIONS, iSHARES and the 
stylised i logo are registered and unregistered trademarks of BlackRock, Inc. or its subsidiaries in the United 
States and elsewhere. All other trademarks are those of their respective owners.
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